The Role of the Inquiry Cycle in Changing Practice
Aimee Gibbons, New Hampshire
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ix years ago my CFG made the decision
to ground our work in inquiry.
The significant consequence of this decision was that every
action in our CFG
became purposeful.
Our actions were based
on real questions about
our practice—questions
that nagged us about a unit,
about instruction, about a
student, about assessment.
Once we had established questions, we looked at student work
for a reason; we observed each
other for a reason; we explored
texts, we participated in protocols—
all to explore each other’s very real
questions. This focus has energized us
and sustains our work, year after year.
For my first cycle of inquiry, I chose
to examine my practice around my unit
on The Great Gatsby. My tenth-grade
social studies colleague and I usually team-teach
most units. However, when I began the study of
The Great Gatsby, my partner was teaching an integrated economics unit with our math teacher.
Left to my own devices, I reverted to a traditional approach to the novel. I lectured, assigned
study questions, and quizzed students daily. I paid
absolutely no attention to the need to differentiate
instruction for the wide levels of ability in front of
me each day in our heterogeneous classroom.
My first homework check demonstrated that
30% of students had not attempted the assignment
and another 30% had incomplete work. Classroom
discussion was abysmal, and students were disengaged and disruptive. I countered with assigning
the second chapter, eight comprehension questions,
and a quiz the next day.
Well, they showed me! 40% of students got
a zero on the quiz and 5% earned less than 50%.
The other 55% received higher than ninety; clearly,
there was no middle ground. Students who had the
reading skills would do well, and those students
with different areas of intelligence would not.
We continued in that vein for the entire novel.
The final exhibition for that unit was to write an
analytical paper addressing The Great Gatsby as the
quintessential novel of the 1920s. Egads! What was
I thinking—half of my students were unable to read
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the novel and I am asking them to write
about it and I used the word “quintessential.” It was almost as though I had set
out to see just what a failure I could
create. I eventually saw that I had lost
a valuable teaching and learning
opportunity. We all felt beat up by
this experience. I could not afford
to repeat this series of mistakes
with future students.
I wondered how I could
improve student engagement,
creativity, and academic
achievement while studying The Great Gatsby
through the development
of authentic curriculum.
The following are the
steps I took to establish a question for inquiry:
Step 1. Create a vision for change.
I examined my data:
• 30% no homework and 30% incomplete
work
• Poor class discussion
• Daily quiz - 40% of students scored a 0
• Essay – How is The Great Gatsby the
quintessential novel of the 1920s?
• 40% of students did not do the essay
• 90% of students indicated the The Great
Gatsby was their least favorite unit
Step 2. Formulate a research question.
I needed to keep in mind that good inquiry questions are those that:
• cannot be answered yes or no
• do not begin with “why”
• could not be easily misinterpreted
• are not too narrow or too broad
• do not already have an answer
Step 3. Turn the vision into a question.
What would I like students to do differently; what
outcomes do I want? I knew that I wanted this unit
to be interdisciplinary in nature. I wanted students
to have a clear understanding of the historical perspective this novel offered for a specific time period.
In a conversation with a colleague, we noticed
a parallel between art styles and writing styles in
Fitzgerald’s novels.
(continued on page 17)
We wondered whether
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Sharing Our Stories: Tales From The First Ten Years
JoAnn Groh, Arizona
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or ten years educators around the country
to allow us to honor each others’ lives beyond our
have been doing what we have fondly come
classroom walls. Through our PG-13s, I experito call “the work.” And for ten years “the
enced life’s rhythms—births, weddings, bar mitzwork” has spread, not from some grand design, but
vahs, graduations, deaths. Who knew that 13 minbecause people found value in it. However, the
utes a month could mean so much to us?
grassroots, organic nature of this movement has
You could share frustrations – I remember
made its impact difficult to keep track of. There
being the sole on-time participant to one meetis a new effort underway to gather hard data on
ing, after just having had a serious conversation
how Critical Friends Groups impact school reform,
the month before about the “be on time” norm.
teacher development and retention and student
I decided to spend the rest of the meeting time
achievement. But there is another face to this naralone and outside in the student-created desert
rative which lies behind the numbers in the stories
path, wondering if I had it in me to keep coaching
that we have lived and that we share with each
my group, all the while keeping my eyes open for
other.
sleeping rattlesnakes.
This year in Denver we would like to honor
I could write about lots of exciting “aha”
and celebrate those experiences. We are asking
moments where it felt like teachers were almost
people to write
dogpiling upon each
their CFG stoother with their
ries. There will
shared ideas and
be a forum at the
abundant energy. I
th
Learn more about the NSRF 10 Annual
Winter Meeting
remember the sadWinter Meeting on page 13, or visit
for those who
ness I felt at hearing
bring stories with
about my Navajo
www.nsrfharmony.org/winter_meeting.html
them to share
teachers’ experiences
or you can send
at the white boardyour stories to
ing school they had
Connections in advance and we will try to put
attended and how honored I was to be invited to
together an anthology to be published in January.
hike in the private native lands of Canyon de Chelly.
What constitutes a story? A lot. Perhaps anyI could write about how much I have learned from
thing. For example, when I think back to my own
working with Carrie Brennan and how in awe I am
Coaches training at Whispering Pines I remember
of Gene Thompson-Grove. I could write about
how our group adopted a tradition that anyone
Faith Dunne. I could share the story of how last
could spontaneously call for a standing ovation
Saturday I wandered into Brueggers Bagel shop only
of a colleague. We did it often and with gusto. I
to see a sign for a weekly Socrates Café meeting.
remember we had grown so close as a learning comThe next thing I know I am sharing chalk talk and
munity by the end of the week that one of us danced
the final word protocol with a group of grey-haired
her closing Connections.
retirees. Finally, I could share how in the midst of
A story could be one of those standard tales you
the overwhelming everyday stress that comes with
tell when facilitating a training. When debriefing
starting a new school, how grateful I am when I
Connections after the first time I always share how
am finally able to turn my attention to what really
my own CFG couldn’t handle the quiet together time
counts – teachers talking with each other about how
and instead came up with their own process which
to hone their craft so that our children’s experiences
they named “PG-13” or “Powergripe – 13” – ten
are deeper, more meaningful and filled with joy.
minutes of griping wiped clean with three minutes
Having been around a few years, I imagine that
of positive sharing. While that might seem like walour collective stories are filled with joy, frustration,
lowing in the negative, in actuality it allowed me
anger, sadness and hope. I suspect they will make
to follow my colleagues through six years of their
us laugh and cry. I know they will make us think.
lives together. I have always thought that teaching
Ten years feels like a good time to mark what has
is an unforgiving profession. Your life could be in
been, before we push onward and upward towards
absolute turmoil, yet each day you stand in front
another ten years.

of your many children – thinking about their lives
JoAnn Groh may be contacted at
and learning. It was a little moment of humanity
jgroh@elpueblointegral.org
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Searching for Answers:
A Center of Activity Emerges in Milwaukee

Roberta (Bobbi) Aguero and LaRhonda Bearden-Steward, Wisconsin

S

chools are social systems. In the work with
reform and the redesign of schools we need
to recognize that dimensions related to equity
exist. Any way we look at it, there are, according to
Peggy McIntosh, author of Unpacking the Knapsack
of White Privilege, many people who are “privileged” who do not see themselves as racist. They
have been taught to recognize racism only in individual acts of meanness, not necessarily in invisible systems. This makes change hard and virtually
impossible, at the school reform level, unless we
raise consciousness.
Coaches and teachers, well-intentioned people,
have to be aware that their assumptions guide their
expectations and manifest success or failure for
their students. We need to be aware that a privileged status exists in our social system, and it is
both visible and invisible. Racism and inequity do
not just exist in individual acts of meanness, they
are inherent in our underlying thoughts and intentions, both conscious and unconscious. Our organization, the Technical Assistance and Leadership
Center (TALC), in Milwaukee, is comprised of high
school reformers engaging in systemic change.
Systemic change takes a long time, even for
those of us who work as change agents. We constantly chip away at it. In doing so, believing in
the Critical Friends process, we asked ourselves
how CFGs could be used to promote reflective
practice, raise consciousness and address issues of
equity. Our internal question became, “Can CFGs
related to learning and teaching move teachers
toward believing that all children can learn and
should have access to successful learning experiences?”
Lessons Learned
We couldn’t ask our schools to do what we
weren’t willing to do. First, we used the National
School Reform Faculty (NSRF) Critical Friends philosophy to move our organization, TALC, toward
reflective practice. Using CFG protocols helped us
in our organizational work around issues of equity
and consciousness-raising. We set operating norms
that defined our organizational relationships and
practice. We developed principles that guide our
work. We used North, South, East and West: An
Exercise in Understanding Preferences in Group
Work. Using some of the text-based protocols with
articles about race and ethnicity, teaching, learning,
and CFGs, helped us to use a common language
and understand each other’s perspective.
4

Since only two of our staff had formal training,
we decided to hire Camilla Greene and RoLesia
Holman to train our entire staff and other school
leadership as CFG coaches. Because we had set
the stage using various protocols and feedback
techniques, it seemed to take a lot less time to get
to the hard questions. With the skilled facilitation
of our trainers, we were able to have healthy conversations about race, power, privilege, and equity
in relation to student and teacher interactions and
success or failure.
After our training, TALC staff used an adaptation of the Tuning Protocol with several of our documents, and finally we used the Success Analysis
protocol.
Engaging in the CFG process helped support
an emerging environment and laid a foundation
by providing a safe place to have hard conversations about our work. We discussed what we bring
to the work, the direction we’re going, where we
should be going, and why, personally, we engage
in the work. This allowed us to surface assumptions, understand where we were each coming
from, focus and refocus as an organization and
move progressively forward with our work. Our
training and experience has taken us on the path to
becoming an emerging Center of Activity for CFG
development.
We sometimes struggle with our limited capacity to meet unrealistic expectations. This conundrum helps us identify with the small school teams
we work with. They, too, have similar challenges
with capacity. Teams often ask themselves, “How
much can we do when we’re caught up in the dayto-day hustle and bustle?” “Now we’re expected
to start up and sustain a CFG group?!” Since one
of our operating principles is that “we must be the
change we wish to see,” we make efforts to shape
how schools might view practicing CFGs. Getting
them to look at CFGs more as a tool than as just
another chore is the challenge.
We decided to integrate reflective practice in
our bi-monthly staff development institutes. We
designed the September Small School Institute to
address Culture. To begin with a foundation of
awareness by surfacing underlying assumptions, we
engaged our small school teams in the Diversity
Exercise. When we asked participants to break up
into small groups of four or five, we limited the
categories to birth order, gender, and race/ethnicity.
This became an
ordeal, as the
(continued on page 15)
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The Role of the Inquiry Cycle...
(continued from page 12)

students could explore new knowledge through art.
We changed our essential question so that students
would study the decade of the 1920s in conjunction with The Great Gatsby as a period of both
light and dark images. For this exhibition, students
would create an artistic work that captured the light
or the dark aspects of an event from the 1920s or
The Great Gatsby. We would encourage them to
work through the process of creating a work of art,
similar to the process used in writing a paper. Their
final art piece would be the focus of a student art
exhibition, open to school and community members. Students would write an abstract to accompany their artwork, describing the main idea they
wanted to convey to the audience and explaining
why they made the various choices of color, form,
content, and style.
This work took months. I finally arrived at my
question for inquiry: How does the development
and implementation of authentic arts-integrated
curriculum affect student learning? I next needed
to establish what kinds of data would help me to
explore this question.
Step 4. Establish indicators to demonstrate
what will signify improved student learning. I would
monitor student work, student feedback, homework completion and test scores. I would also ask
members of my CFG to observe my work and offer
feedback.
Step 5. Design instruction based on an essential
question. The essential question for this new curriculum unit was, “How is The Great Gatsby a novel
of ‘light’ and ‘dark’ images?” We watched film clips
of the time period, we learned the Charleston, we
studied different schools of art, and we studied the
techniques artists used to create a message. We
used various text-based protocols to explore the
theme and characters.
Step 6. Analyze the data. After I had made the
changes to this unit, 68% of my students reported
that this was their favorite unit of study. 95% of
them completed all homework assignments, and
100% of students completed their final exhibition.
Students had remained engaged throughout.
Step 7. Reflect on implications for changing
practice. While my focus for this unit was to create
a visual art-integrated unit, I also wanted to appeal
to as many of the multiple intelligences as possible,
so my lessons and assignments were varied. As a
result of changes I made to my practice, I learned
that authentic curriculum promotes student engagement and investment in their learning; that students
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develop critical thinking skills; and that students
achieve at a higher level.
Throughout my period of inquiry, my CFG
played a significant role in my learning. They
helped me to formulate my inquiry question,
tuned my curriculum, and conducted a descriptive
review of student work. They observed my teaching, they pushed my thinking, and they motivated
me with their questions and their comments. They
then helped me to formulate my next question. My
next cycle of inquiry was to examine how authentic curriculum and instruction improved student
learning. My questions build on my learning from
my first question.
There is nothing easy about this work. I spent
two years digging at the question and searching for
answers in my students’ performance and achievement. I remember, however, the feeling of isolation
I experienced when I lectured, piled on more and
more punishing assignments, and watched my students fail. When I lean on my colleagues for help,
I know that we are all in this together—all focused
on improving student learning. When I know that
my colleagues care about my work, it makes a difference.

Aimee Gibbons may be contacted at
agibbons@sprise.com

Coaching for Educational Equity...
(continued from page 15)

See Palmer, Courage to Teach, pp. 73–77, for
elaboration on the six paradoxes of space.
8 For a detailed introduction to one underlying
set of theories and assumptions about how our current behaviors, beliefs and assumptions are often
linked to past memories and experiences that have
been hurtful (e.g., racism, sexism, and classism),
see Julian Weissglass, “Constructivist Listening for
Empowerment and Change,” The Education Forum,
Vol. 54, No. 4, Summer 1990.
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Victor Cary may be contacted at
victor@bayces.org
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